A History of Old Parliament House –
Can you find the answers?
ANSWERS

Across
4. King George V was this when Old Parliament House opened in 1927. MONARCH
5. The name of the dam in Tasmania at the centre of environmental protests in the 1980s. FRANKLIN
7. Cabinet is the group of senior ministers led by the Prime Minister and all their meetings are ...'? SECRET
9. These objects had a date on them and were drawn out of a Tattersall's lottery barrel to select men for National Service. MARBLES
10. The surname of our longest serving Prime Minister. MENZIES
11. These reporters were responsible for recording all parliamentary sessions. HANSARD
13. This material was sourced from nearly every state to be used in the construction of the building. TIMBER
15. The Senate can not introduce or amend bills to do with "..." MONEY
16. House of Representatives and the Senate. CHAMBERS
18. Members from this Party never wore formal dress over a black suit if they were Speaker of the House of Representatives. LABOR
20. This type of soup was enjoyed by official guests at the opening lunch of Old Parliament House in 1927. TURTLE
21. Debate in the Senate is controlled by this person. SPEAKER
22. 90.7 percent of people voted this way in the 1967 Referendum - which brought in changes to allow Aboriginal people to be counted in the national census and for the Commonwealth to make laws relevant to them. YES

Down
1. These members sat to the left of the Speaker in the House of Representatives. OPPOSITION
2. The name of the chair the Queen sits in when in the Senate Chamber. VICEREGAL
6. The colour red in the Senate reflects the tradition of this house in Great Britain. LORDS
8. Dorothy '...' became the first female senator in 1943. TANGNEY
12. The sacking of Prime Minister Whitlam is more commonly known as this. DISMISSAL
13. The number of times that Queen Elizabeth II has declared the new Parliament in session. THREE
14. One politician kept these insects in the Old Parliament House gardens. BEES
17. The building needs to be protected as it is listed on the National '...' Register. HERITAGE
19. The surname of the longest serving member of Federal Parliament. HUGHES

Resource for this crossword: https://www.moadoph.gov.au/learning/resources/a-history-of-old-parliament-house/